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Rinko’s

MAHI GANDHI; GRADE 8

A man sat alone at a booth in Rinko’s. The green, worn-out seat squeaked and groaned as
the man fidgeted anxiously. His black tie, that contrasted with his white suit, shifted on his
protruding belly each time he moved around. The fluorescent lighting added a glare, similar to the
ones on the linoleum floor, onto his balding head. His knuckles turned white as he firmly held onto
a brown leather suitcase as if it were a comforting teddy bear. This man was certainly not a man that
one would expect to be squirming and shuffling in a booth at a run down restaurant like Rinko’s.
Instead, one would expect him to be sitting at a business meeting or tapping away on a computer all
day.
Creases of worry on the man’s forehead deepened when he glanced down at his
watch. Trying to pass the time, he scanned the one-page menu. Its top right corner was ripped off
and the listed prices had been crossed out and written over and over again with smudged blue ink.
The waitress came around to his booth for the third time that day. He was the only customer
there, after all. She wiped her hands on her “Rinko’s” tee shirt and walked up to the man. Her
chestnut hair was tied up in a simple ponytail, yet a few wayward wisps had managed to escape. She
had chocolate brown, doe eyes, with the slightest hint of dark circles underneath, and an affable
smile that seemed to be unwillingly plastered onto her face.
“What would you like to order?” the waitress asked in her sweetest voice, hoping that she
could coax the man into buying something. The man jumped in surprise, as his emerald eyes
widened a fraction of an inch.
“Nothing, thank you. I—I…uh-I’m just waiting for someone,” he said distractedly. The
waitress walked away and sighed.
After nervously fidgeting for another hour, the man stood up. His black dress shoes made a
slight tap each time he took a step. Tap, tap, tap. The waitress heard the familiar squeak of Rinko’s
front door, and just like that, the man was gone.
A mere thirteen minutes later, the waitress looked up, startled, when she heard the squeak of
Rinko’s front door once again that day. More than one customer a day was a rare occurrence. A man
entered Rinko’s. His stormy gray eyes darted around as if he were looking for someone. The waitress
went over to the door, ready to welcome this potential customer, but was met with an abrupt
whoosh of air. Squeak. The curious girl squished her nose against the glass door. She only caught a
glimpse of an obsidian suit, the tips of some spiky blond hair, and a pair of black dress shoes that
tapped every time they hit the ground. Tap, tap, tap.
TO BE CONTINUED...
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Scout’s Honor

VALERIE WU; GRADE 8

Scout Corelli wasn’t very good at playing tag.
Her mother would laugh--but in a bitter kind of way. She always laughed in a bitter kind of
way. She’d say that it wasn’t a surprise, because Scout wasn’t good at anything. She was mediocre in
every possible way. Scout wasn’t particularly gifted in anything, and her grades in school were proof
of that. When grades were issued, it was always obvious that Scout was majorly behind the rest of
the class. When it came time for Phys. Ed, Scout was always the last picked for any team. On top of
all that, Scout wasn’t a very good daughter. After all, if she was a good daughter, her mother would
actually like her, wouldn’t she? Maybe if her mother liked her, she would have more self-esteem.
Maybe if she had more self-esteem, she would be good at playing tag. Scout’s entire life was a cause
and effect problem.
The main reason Scout Corelli wasn’t very good at playing tag was because of Aimee
Sharkovsky, who was very mean, very large, and very intimidating. Every time the Phys. Ed coach
made them play a game, Aimee Sharkovsky would look at Scout with her slitted eyes, make eye
contact for a brief moment, then turn away abruptly, like she couldn’t bear to look at her. “Scout’s
IT!” she would yell, and then everyone would start running as fast as they could, away from the
weird girl with the freckles.
Aimee Sharkovsky was a mean kid, but she never got caught, and that was the thing that
irritated Scout most. People who don’t get caught never get punished. However, it wasn’t like Scout
could be the one to punish her. She hated running--there were so many things you could do with
your limbs. Scout could never quite tell what she should do with them, other than leaving her arms
dangling like limp rabbits. She seemed pale and sickly, her entire face dotted with freckles; it almost
looked like she had the measles. That was why she was called Smallpox, which was a nickname
Aimee had given her back when they were in first grade. It originated from her outrageous pimples
that resembled a pop-up book more than anything else. They jutted out of her skin like boulders.
Scout cupped her face in her hands, just to check, and felt rigid bumps under the soft pads of her
fingers. God, they really were like boulders. She had tried to cover her wrists though; she’d plastered them
with armbands she’d gotten as prizes from carnivals, each armband embossed with a smiley face that
signified anything but what she was feeling.
Scout could speak, but it was as if she were mute. Whenever she tried to talk, the teacher
would just tell her that no one could hear her. It wasn’t like Scout didn’t want to talk, it was just that
no one would listen. And so, Scout would drift off into her own little world--just like she was doing
now, during this game of tag. Scout was huddling behind one of the large redwood trees that were at
the very borderline of the field. Her arms were speckled with gritty dirt from the countless number
of times she’d tripped trying to tag her classmates. Everyone had obviously grown bored of Scout’s
lousy attempts at tagging them, since all of them had left. Everyone except-“Hey, Smallpox!” Aimee Sharkovsky called out to her, her lumbering figure coming closer
and closer as Scout watched, immobile, “What are you doing, just sitting there?”
Scout remained silent, not wanting to speak. Maybe if I don’t talk, she’ll get bored and go away.
Scout’s mother once had a joke about Scout, because apparently she couldn’t be taken
seriously. Whenever anyone asked Scout’s mother to promise something, her mother would laugh-the kind of laugh that resembled Aimee Sharkrovsky’s--and swear, Scout’s honor. This was a source
of bitter amusement for her. What honor does Scout have? she would say out loud to all her friends.
None. Scout’s a joke. I made a joke. Get it?
Scout closed her eyes, feeling a presence above her. She knew exactly who it was.
“You afraid, Smallpox?” Aimee leered.
Scout’s a joke. Scout’s honor. I made a joke. Scout’s a joke.
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Tag had been played a number of times at her school, and for as long as the game had been
played, Scout had been IT since kindergarten. Nine years, Scout decided, was far too long.
I’m not a joke, Scout told herself firmly.
“Are you deaf or something?” Aimee snapped.
I am not a joke.
Slowly, Scout stood up. Aimee looked at her with those slitted eyes, uncomprehending as
Scout reached a hand out towards her. She followed the movement with her eyes warily. “What are
you doing?”
Very lightly, Scout brushed the palm of her hand across Aimee’s shoulder. Aimee stood
there in silence, uneasy and unsure until Scout spoke up:
“You’re it.”
There was a moment of unwavering silence between the two girls. Scout met Aimee’s eyes
with a steadiness that resonated between the two of them. It was a steadiness that was strong and
sure, a steadiness that indicated: I will not let you push me around anymore.
And as Aimee stared at Scout, Scout came to the realization that if she could stand up to one
person, then she could to others. Scout could stand up to her mother, tell her that she didn’t deserve
to be disliked nearly as much as her mother disliked her. No more of those bitter laughs, those
humorless jokes, the ways she’d belittle Scout in the most obvious ways--why can’t you do anything right?
Scout hadn’t been born perfect. Maybe that’s what her mother had wanted all along; a perfect
daughter who would always be the one getting chased, not the other way around. She remembered
the elementary school days, her mother sighing as she drove down to school, pursing her lips. “I
don’t want to have to come to school again, okay?” Her mother would say sharply, and Scout would
nod. But then Scout would be picked IT, and something would happen that required her mother
having to pick her up. She still remembered the disappointment on her face, the same kind she’d
been seeing since she was born.
You’re IT, she would scream gleefully at all of the people who had tormented her in years
past, you’re IT, but you can’t catch me. No one can catch me now.
Her hand was still hovering over Aimee’s shoulder; Aimee took one look at it and ran. Large,
lumbering Aimee, who ran with jerky, awkward steps. But this time, Scout wasn’t going to chase
after her. She closed her eyes and tried to picture what tomorrow would bring. Maybe Aimee would
go back to being a relentless bully tomorrow, all scowls and no smiles, but Scout was different now.
She wouldn’t be the joke anymore.
No one could catch her now.
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RIYA SHRIVASTAVA; GRADE 7

Fruit Starring Me

Blello banana bombs make me go chunky splat
Grurple grape goo makes me go eww
Ochre orange oblectations are just too sour for me
Carmine cherry chews--I guess they’re ok--but really,
Cream-filled chocolates are the reason I live!
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No One Left

ISHA SHARMA; GRADE 8

Ten months. In ten months, so much can change. You, as a person, can change. Your life
can change. In my case, both occurred. I wouldn’t say it was for the better, but it wasn’t for the
worse either. There is just a lot that’s happened. It’s been ten months since the apocalypse began.
Since my family was terminated. Since the Earth was swarmed by a disease that changed us forever.
Since the zombies took over.
I’m sixteen and one of the few survivors remaining, and together we are the only resistance
left. We’re all around the same age, except Danny. We’re too young for this, but there’s no one else
left. The army was already taken over. There was no hope for us. There was no way. But there’s still
us, and that’s better than nothing.
I had already woken up in the abandoned hotel that we were hiding in. Will was awake too.
His family was lost to the zombies as well, and he’d witnessed it all. The 17-year-old had been pretty
shaken up since and usually hid in his room all day. That’s why I was surprised to see him up and
making coffee at five a.m. I played it off casual despite the unusualness of it all. Will greeted me with
a smile.
“Hey Erin, sleep well?”
“Not really, but who does anyway these days,” I said.
He just shrugged and went on about cracking the eggs we found yesterday at an abandoned
Safeway. His curly blonde hair falling into his eyes didn’t seem to bother him. His brown eyes
seemed lighter today. Something was off about him. It didn’t feel right. Hopefully, he was just
happy.
Serena and Danny came down too. They were both still groggy from the sleep and Danny
looked like he was about to fall into a wall. Serena was my best friend out of all of them and she was
the prettiest girl I had ever met. I always thought she’d be the one to figure out a cure, being the
smart one out of our group and all. Danny was Serena’s cousin. He looked a lot like her with his
blue eyes but his hair was brown and her’s was blonde. Danny was a sweet kid, always trying to help
little animals that he found in danger. For a ten year old, he’d been through way too much.
Sky ran in with Noah and Tyler through the door. They had been out looking for more food
and medicine. Sky, spontaneous as usual, seemed like he had had the time of his life. Tyler seemed
exhausted and ready to collapse like Danny. Noah seemed the same, as if he hadn’t been out running
for his life.
“Remind me never to volunteer to go running with you ever again, Sky,” Tyler said in
between gasps of air.
“Hey, it’s not my fault that you can’t keep up,” Sky shot back.
Noah stayed quiet and put all the food away. He tossed me a gun.
“They’ve been coming closer to our region each day,” he spoke with tension. “Best be on
guard just in case. Erin you’ll be in charge of taking care of Danny. I need Serena to help with
setting up a higher wall around the perimeter with the rest of us. Stay inside and don’t come out no
matter what, ok?”
“Kay. Come on Danny, let’s get some food into you.”
The guys and Serena went out the door within five minutes, leaving me alone with Danny. I
still felt that something was off. I couldn’t get Will’s weirdness out of my mind. As if he knew
something we didn’t. I kept thinking about it, barely noticing Serena screaming at the top of her
lungs.
She was bitten. She was gone now. The disease was fully in place, and Sky had shot her
down. I wasn’t angry because we had to do it or we’d all be contaminated. Noah and Will shot down
the others.
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“Eri, what’s wrong?” Danny asked.
“Serena..she…she’s gone.”
Danny went into shock. He kept shaking his head, saying no over and over. He burst into
tears and ran out the door, taking my gun. I sprinted after him, yelling at him to stop. He didn’t
listen. My heart started to pound faster, like a drum keeping up with an increasing beat. He started
shooting everywhere, missing the zombies quite often. One came up behind him.
“Danny! Behind you!”
I ran and pushed him out of the way, I grabbed my knife and stabbed the male zombie. I
knew it wouldn’t work. He and five others started to surround me. I was a goner.
.
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A Thousand Regrets

CHRISTINE LEE; GRADE 8

If I had one wish, it would be to see Mother happy and healthy again. To see that familiar,
gentle smile on her face; to hear her soft, tinkling laugh and to plant daffodils outside in the front
garden just like we always used to. Instead, I'm prohibited from visiting her, told that she's "resting
and cannot take any visitors at the moment." A few weeks ago, my Mother started to show
symptoms that hinted at what was yet to come. I heard Dad and Dr. Wilson—Mother’s doctor—call
it a “heart tumor." When I got home from school, I went to the family computer and searched it up.
What I saw filled me with dread as I read article after article.
How was it that out of anybody in the entire world, my Mother had to be one of them? A
chill coursed through me as I leaned back in my seat, wanting to be away from the computer
screen—to run away from the ugly truth in front of my eyes. Abruptly, I stood up, feeling sick. As I
did, my room door flung open to reveal my little sister, Jenna. “Sis, at school, my class finished
reading this book! Would you like to read it with me? It’s called Sadako—”
“Jenna, you know how busy I am. I don’t have time to read it. Ask Dad to read it to you.” I
tried to ignore the look of hurt that flickered in her eyes. Only when she left did I realize that I had
made an awful mistake—but it was too late to go and apologize to her. After all, she was long gone
and probably sulking with cold fury at me. If only Mother was here—she’d read to Jenna, I'd thought
sadly.
Looking back on yesterday, I remember that pained look that flashed across Jenna's small,
heart-shaped face and how low her head had hung as she'd plodded away. And now that I think
about it, I realize that it was thoughtless of me to turn her down. If what I am feeling right now is
also what Jenna is going through, then it must be beyond terrible—especially at the still-innocent age
of nine. Setting down my pencil and shoving aside my homework, I deliberately make my way to her
room. After knocking twice at her door, I let myself in to find her lying spread out, stomach-down
on the fluffy sheets of her bed, a paperback book in her hands.
"Hey Jenna!" I say hesitatingly, unsure if now is the right time for me to actually start the
first, real conversation since Mother hospitalized. "What’cha got there?"
The dark-haired, nine-year-old girl is quiet as she sets the book down, the cover sneering up
and into my anxious, chocolate-colored eyes. "Nothing, it doesn't really matter," she replies coolly,
not even bothering to look up at me.
Not knowing what to do except to just stand there, I let my eyes roam the room for
something, anything to keep my hands busy. "What's this? It looks interesting," I remark, scooping
up the book Jenna had left on top of the blankets."Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes," I read aloud
the simple, yet intriguing title. After flipping through it for a silent moment, I ask, "Cool. What's it
about?"
Jenna pauses for a moment, then she gets onto her knees and reaches for the book. I give it
to her, waiting patiently for her response. Funny, patience has never actually been one of my better
virtues, and it surprises me how well I'm holding. After looking through it for a minute or so, Jenna
looks up at me with the most serious expression a nine-year-old could ever wear. "Are you sure
you're ready for this? This will be a long and bittersweet journey, I’m warning you."
I bite back a laugh and slap her shoulder playfully. "C'mon, Jenna! Just tell me already."
Neither of us have the guts to say it out loud, but we are both grateful that all the tension, all the
awkwardness and distance that has grown in those two, endless weeks without Mother had long
dissipated into the past.
After a quick, shortened explanation, I learn that Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes is about
a girl with leukemia in Japan. Following the Japanese legend, she attempts to fold a thousand cranes
to be cured and have her wish granted. "So what happens at the end?" I prompt, driven with a
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sudden impulse to know if Sadako managed to accomplish her far-fetched goal before the disease
got to her.
Instead of skipping right to the end, Jena smiles slyly and says, "If you want to know what
happens in the end, you'll have to read it with me. From the very beginning to the very last page."
I can't help but groan. "What? Are you serious?" After a few minutes or so of arguing, we
finally settle down and make ourselves comfortable on the edge of Jenna's bed.
"Alright, let's see what we have here," I murmur, lifting the book and flipping to the very
first, crisp page of “Chapter One.” And from there, I start to read aloud the tiny words printed on
the page. "'Sadako was born to be a runner. Her mother always said that Sadako had learned to run
before she could walk. One morning in August 1954...'"
From then on, the two of us read two chapters every single day. It isn’t long until
we skimmed past the paper crane tutorial and realize that that was it. We are done. I’m stunned at
first, until out of nowhere, a thought strikes me hard in the face. "Wait a minute..." Briskly opening
to the paper crane instructions at the back of the book, I voice aloud my ideas to Jenna.
And that winter, the two of us make a promise to fold a thousand paper cranes.
Cold days blur by, with Mother's condition worsening every so often. Eventually days turn
to weeks and then months. We can’t do this important project ourselves, so we invite our Dad, our
friends and their friends and families to help us out. All these feelings and hearts are reaching out to
help our cause.
Everything all seems to be going well, until my Dad officially announce that Mother is going
to go through a surgery to have the tumor removed. The risk of death was high, since the surgeons
were operating on her heart. By then, we had 736 paper cranes—with 264 to go to reach our target.
What seemed like the ultimate impossible so long ago looks so close, yet so far.
Today is the final day—the day of the surgery. In my room, I sit at my desk, folding a
daffodil-patterned origami paper. After making the final crease and a few adjustments to the wings, I
sit back in my seat, the 1000th crane in my hands. Outside a harsh, snow storm is brewing. I’m lost.
What do I do now? It has been months ago since I started on this project—and now that it is finally
over and done with, what am I suppose to do? Will it truly help Mother get better? I had completely
relied on this to work. Not just because I’d read the book and was gullible enough to do it, but
because I was desperate and this is all I could think of to keep myself busy.
I hear the door creak open and someone lightly walking towards me. I didn't have to turn to
know that it was Jenna; I recognize her by the familiar way and sound of her steps. "Hey," I feel a
tug at my sleeve as my sister spoke. "Emily's mom is almost done with stringing the cranes to attach
them all onto a pole. We're going to bring the Thousand Crane Rod to Mother and show it to her.
Daddy says that the doctors allow us to visit her before the surgery."
I take in the news, silently staring at the crane in my hands. "What if... what if it doesn't
work? What if we did this all for nothing?"
Jenna is quiet for so long, I think she has already left, until she replies softly, "My friend
Emily—her mom says that hope is important. Hope and determination is going to keep us going,
just like it did when we first started this project. We have to have faith, I guess."
I look up at her, managing a weak smile. "Where'd she hear that? Sounds like one of those
things they say in corny movies."
"She's lost somebody before," Jenna answered, "someone important to her. She said it was
'cause she had given up on him. If she'd had more faith in him, she would've made the right choice.
But she didn't." Jenna shrugged. "I don't know—I don't really get it, actually. Do you?"
I did, but kept quiet. Rising to my feet, I say, "Let's go. We better not keep Mother and
everyone else waiting." Emily's mom made the 1000th crane the main piece of Thousand Crane
Rod. When Mother saw it, she was delighted. Or looked that way—it was extremely difficult for her
to talk, as much as for her to sit up. She had changed a lot over the past few months, appearancewise. I almost didn't recognize her. We left the pole dripping with a thousand paper cranes for her to
admire close by her bedside.
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And that night, Mother went into surgery.
Six months from the date of the surgery, sunlight filters through the window of my room.
Outside, snow no longer litters the ground and the sky is bright with sunshine. I wake with a start as
my room door slams open. Wiping the sleep from my eyes, I sit up and stare.
There, standing in the threshold was Jenna—who has changed in ways unimaginable, with
the Thousand Crane Rod in her hands. On her face is a grin that I knew very well. A sign that I have
been waiting for ever since that bittersweet winter had began. I’m dressed within seconds, rushing
past my sister and flying out the front door of our house. And there, standing on the porch, gazing
out at our garden rich with blooming daffodils, is none other than her. Greeting me with a gentle
smile, I hear her say, "Hi, Daffodil. I'm home. Did you miss me?"
I feel something wet fall from my eyes as my feet move on its own, my arms wrapping
themselves around my Mother’s waist. I stop holding back the grief and tears that I’d bottled up
inside of me, ever since Mother left on that sorrowful day. “O-of course I did. Both of us waited for
you so long.” I wipe my tears away on the sleeve of my sweater and compose myself. Then putting
on a smile, I open my mouth once more. “Welcome home, Mother.”
A wind picked up, and the thousand flying colors soared through the air, flapping their vivid
wings over the flowers that represent my name and the official end of that long, unforgettable
winter—and welcomed a warm, colorful spring.
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Turmoil

SYDNEY LIU; GRADE 7

Through my hair the wild wind whips,
at my ankles the biting cold nips,
at my feet the freezing waves dip.
Alone on the beach I stand,
among the cold, shifting sand,
gazing upon the disquiet land.
Not a single soul in my line of sight,
me, a vast land’s insignificant blight,
the forces of nature rearing to fight,
Lightning splits the stormy sky,
the full gale wind seems to cry.
there is not a swallow, not even a fly,
Inside of me, emptiness settles,
my wrongs sting like nettles,
my thoughts drift like petals.
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Philosophical Waves

KAVYA BALAJI; GRADE 7

The waves crash into the rocks; again and again, they slam into the shore, causing an
eruption of sea spray. The droplets mingle and dance with the sunbeams from behind the clouds,
and the golden light mixes with the mist creating a color that mesmerizes me-- with little bits of
orange, yellow, green, and blue. I feel like the waves are whispering to me and telling me secrets as
they come closer and closer, get higher and higher. Unfortunately, I can’t understand what they are
trying to say. I wish they would talk to me-- I feel lonelier than ever sitting here on the jagged brown
rocks high above the sea, with only the waves for company.
The sun begins to disappear behind the horizon, extinguishing the golden orange glow that
bathes the vast ocean. Its feeble last rays peek out from underneath the skyline, just ribbons of gold,
pink, and red streaking across the fiery sky. And then they fade into the dark. All that is left of the
sun is a residual white-mauve, and even that, slowly but surely, dissolves and reveals a dark-blue sky
sprinkled with silvery stars.
The beach is tinted in a blue-gray color now, and the wind begins to pick up. The waves
tower over the rocks, steadily gaining height with the rising moon’s pull; but they do not hesitate for
even a moment, relentlessly slamming into the rocks without the slightest break.
I just keep watching them, determined as they are all through the day and night, perpetually
crashing into the shore. Each time they strike the land, the result is resounding, like clashing
cymbals. Their constant ebb and flow… what does that remind me of? I stare into the water, as if
the answer is written on the crests of the waves, but it is not. The answer on the tip of my tongue, I
try to connect the dots and string both my beads on one string.
Waves are so endless, and full of continuity. Nothing will stop them from reaching the
shore, and no obstacle, island, or glacier will truly cut them off. They never give up. And that’s just
it, I realize. No matter what obstacles face me during the course of my life, I must keep moving if I
intend to reach the end. And if all else fails, if it truly seems like the end, I must remember that life
goes on as long as these waves keep crashing into the rocks. Watching them, so rhythmic without
faltering for even a moment, I truly believe that they will never stop as long as the earth remains,
and so life must go on.
It sure puzzles me how the waves know it all. But I’ve learned to accept the wisdom of
mother nature and her oh so philosophical waves.
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Who I Am

ANUSHA FATEHPURIA; GRADE 8
I gaze into the mirror,
At those plain brown eyes,
Staring right back at me in wonder.
Am I odd for not caring,
What it is
I look like everyday?
Nail polish and skirts,
Jewelry and all,
They’re just not my thing.
Why do people care so much?
About their looks and style?
Is it not what’s on the inside that counts?
Pretty versus humble,
Cute versus kind,
It’s outrageous which traits would win.
It has become the norm now,
To associate beautiful with success,
What kind of a world are we living in?
I gaze into the mirror,
At those plain brown eyes,
Staring right back at me in wonder.
It’s just the way the world is,
It can’t be changed,
I should just be content with who I am.
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Reality

MEHEK KAPUR; GRADE 8

I run across the hill, feeling free,
To a place where I can finally be me.
Over the rocks, across the bridge.
My feet know the way, even without my eyes
And soon the cave shadows begin to rise.
I enter without any fear;
I’ve been here so many times, even the trolls call me “dear.”
I collect a small pearl
To bribe the gullible and coy
Castle stable boy.
He gives me rein of the horse till dawn;
I saddle her and continue to ride on.
Bump! Bump! Down the path.
Almost there!
To the place where I can share.
I can see it up ahead
I ignore a battered sign that says “Be gone or be dead.”
There is no danger here; nothing really to fear
I ride up the path to the waterfall,
My horse crunching the leaves as they all fall.
Behind a sheet of water is a warm glow
The faeries call out “Hello! Hello!”
I smile as I enter
My wings appear; I can finally fly free
The faeries talk excitedly as they make us herbal tea.
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The Escape

SHRUTI RANADE; GRADE 8

Light floods through the dark jail cell as my fellow prisoner lights the last candle. It is time
for our grand scheme. My cellmate and I had been planning this for five months. Five long months
of treachery and punishment at the Brooklyn prison. We are ready for vengeance.
We were here because we had attempted to rob the jewelry store downtown. I had made the
perfect plan, and everything had been just as it was supposed to be. But then, disaster struck. The
police found out about our plan and tracked us down. At the last moment, I surrendered. I had to
do it. There was no other way.
When I surrendered, my partner had looked at me with disbelief. He was disappointed in
me, but little did he know that I had a plan of my own. It was a plan for revenge. This feud went
back two generations, when my grandfather was chief of the Brooklyn police. My grandfather would
see every flaw in every crime investigation. He would be able to catch the criminal on the spot.
Criminals feared him, while everyone else looked up to him as their hero. But one day, what he had
always feared was done to him. He was framed. The police put him in prison, and they wouldn’t let
him say a single word during his trial. He died by committing suicide in his jail cell.
A week after my grandfather’s death, I traveled to the police station, only to find a series of
eyes staring at me. The police force watched my every move. I felt like they were hiding something
from me. But I decided not to get stuck in a scandal, so I quietly advanced toward my grandfather’s
desk and scooped all of the items on it into my Jansport backpack. As I exited, a booming voice
called me,
“David Campbell, see you in my office. Right now!”
I obediently walked up the stairs towards the captain’s office, wondering why she would call
me. Was I in trouble? I reviewed my actions since I came in the station. I hadn’t done anything
illegal. Then why was she calling me? I pushed open the heavy wooden door to see her sitting
behind her desk, the back of her leather chair towards me.
“You called me?”
“Yes. You are not allowed in this police station anymore. Since your grandfather committed
such a crime, we are banning you and all of your family members from entering this building!”
“My grandfather did not commit a single crime during his 73 years!” I furiously argued. “He
was framed! He would never do that! He loved working in the police force. How dare you do this?
It’s not even allowed! The Constitution states that there shall be no corruption of blood. That means
that I can come in and out of this building whenever I want to.”
“We don’t follow any Constitution around here! As long as the government doesn’t find out,
we are following my orders. Guards take him away!”
“If my grandfather were here, he would not approve of this!” I shouted as the muscled men
pulled me out of her office.
She drilled her steely eyes into my soul and whispered, “Your grandfather’s dead.”
Those last words tore me apart. They showed me how the police force hadn’t changed, how
it was as corrupt as it was before. I decided never to enter the police building again, not because of
what the captain had said, but because of my own free will. I assured myself that the police force not
caring about my grandfather wasn’t the end of the world. But there was always this little part of me
that just wanted vengeance. So, I devised a plan. I would break out of jail without the police catching
me. I would show them how weak they were without my grandfather’s amazing crime-catching
abilities.
~~~
The door swung open to the prison corridor as the prison warden strolled inside without a
care in the world, humming the tune of “Ode to Joy.”
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“Perfect timing,” I thought as I reviewed my flawless plan in my head. “All we have to do
now is drop the bomb we designed and we’re on our way to Paraguay. Ready? 3, 2, 1,” I dropped
the homemade bomb through our spoon-dug passageway.
“BOOM!” the sound of the bomb exploding through the passageway echoed throughout the
prison. The alarm sent screams throughout the dark prison. We scurried down our newly enlarged
tunnel like mice running from a cat. We crawled through tight spaces, right and left. When we finally
emerged out of the ground, we found ourselves in the parking lot. Frantically searching for an
unlocked car, my cell-mate found a black Nissan. To our satisfaction, the window was open! I pried
the window fully open and reached inside to find the cold, metallic handle. We then hotwired the car
on and drove away, grinning.
“Well done, mate.”
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The Sea

MICHELLE LUM; GRADE 8

Late one evening, I walked down to the sea. I climbed down the rocks slowly, traveling down paths
I had tread on time and time again. Breathing in the crisp evening air, I sighed. The wind blew
around me, causing my dress to billow up around me and my hair to fly wildly around in the wind.
Fire spread across the sky, flames of red, purple, and gold rising up from the sea. The sky was a
brilliant masterpiece, as if a master painter himself had risen up and brushed his colors across his
canvas of the sky. Far away, I could see bright beacons of light from the seaside village from which I
had come.
As I made my way down to my usual spot at the very bottom of the rocks, I saw an elderly
man sitting on the sand. He had powdery white hair the color of flour and was wearing a large worn
coat. I walked closer, curious as to why he was there, sitting alone by the sea.
As I walked, sand cascaded over my bare feet, still slightly warm from the day’s sunshine. I
sat down on a flat-topped rock near the a few feet away from the man, and the waves lapped up
against my feet, spreading coolness around my body. I wrapped my legs up in my arms, pulling them
close to my chest for warmth. I turned to look at the man.
For a long while, he did not say anything. We just sat there, watching the seagulls fly over the
sea. We watched the blue waves lap over each other and onto the beach. We watched the sun set,
falling below the horizon from its golden throne high in the sky. We sat, and we watched.
A sort of peaceful silence had fallen over us. We were both quite aware of each other, but we
did not say anything or make any noise at all. It was as if the slightest noise would destroy the quiet
beauty of that evening.
At last, I asked, my voice cutting through the silence like a sharp blade, “Why did you come
here alone?”
The old man smiled. The corners of his sea-blue eyes crinkled, and he answered, “I am not
alone.”
“Well, besides me,” I amended.
“I would still not be alone,” the man replied with an enigmatic smile.
“How?” I asked, curious.
“Just look,” the man said.
“I don’t understand,” I said, bewildered.
“The seagulls, the waves, even the sand,” the man explained. “They are my companions
tonight.”
We fell into silence again, looking but not speaking. It grew chilly, so I stood up, deciding to
return to the village. I wiped my sandy hands on my dress, bidding the man goodbye.
The man turned his head, and his penetrating stare pierced through me. He bade me farewell
and continued to stare out at the sea.
Days later, I visited that very same spot. But the man was not there. Just the sea and me.
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ANUSHA KOTHARI; GRADE 8

Colors: Haikus for the Colors of the Rainbow
Red
Warm glowing campfire
My granny’s favorite shawl
Deep crimson roses
Orange
Autumn’s persimmons
Leaves murmuring in the breeze
Paints a sunset sky
Yellow
Daisies glistening
My room awash in sunlight
A sweet, ripe mango
Green
The calm swaying grass
Emerald waves meet the shore
A peacock’s feathers
Blue
Old tattered denim
Modest bluebells softly chime
A clear summer sky
Purple
Round grapes on a vine
The mishmash on my palette
Fragrant lavender
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Dreams of Purity

GRACE ZHANG; GRADE 6

The distant booms of gunshots and bombing awoke me from my peaceful slumber of
dreams. They snapped me back into the reality of nightmares and the current war going on, known
as the Split War.
The Split War started when society split into two a long time ago, sometime around 1919,
then stopped for a while, then grew back a couple years ago, around year 3708. In fact, the first
person to start the split was someone called Adolf Hitler, who started the Anears, or, as they called
it, the “Nazis.” The Anears are high class people, with an overabundance of money and the finest
clothes. The Searings, however, were the lower class people, always running low on money and
barely able to afford food. The lead government official, Reir Lismer, was, naturally, an Anear, and
decided that the kingdom was not pure with the Searings around and that it ruined its reputation.
Lismer is now trying at all costs to rid the kingdom of us Searings, from bombing towns to
kingdomwide bloodshed. On top of that, Lismer blocked out all the transportation, preventing
escape. My family and I are currently living in a safe village on the border of the kingdom, far away
from the major cities and therefore currently away from the war going on. My family and I just hope
that by the time Lismer finds us we will be out of the kingdom.
As I gathered my skirt and lifted myself up from the haystack, I silently whispered a soft
reassuring voice to baby Jim, who slept peacefully in the corner of the room. Just seeing his angelic
face wrapped around a dozen soft, warm blankets made my heart break about the thought of his
uncertain future. I crept silently along the hallway, hoping not to disturb Mum and Pop in their
room beside ours. When I reached the scullery, I opened the pantry and fished inside for something
edible. At last I found four loaves of hardened bread and some ill-tasting milk for the family and I. It
wasn’t much, but it was good enough for the day. With the Anears increasing the taxes and fees, we
couldn’t afford much and could barely even get the opportunity to get outside. After setting up the
food on the rotted wooden table, I turned back and changed my clothes, deciding to step outside for
a quick stroll in the park.
I put on my best and only silk blouse and a plaid miniskirt, then stepped outside and
breathed in the smell of delicious eclairs and pastries from the bakery down the street. I was glad the
Anears hadn’t reached our street just yet; the lively aromas were still there. Blending in with the
cheerful mood of my surroundings, I stepped off the porch and walked toward the park. All around
me were the signs of a cheerful Sunday morning, with food carts handing out free samples and
young children playfully chasing each other around.
Then, in the distance, I saw it. It was a large and majestic carriage carried by several white
horses and a troop of soldiers surrounding it. The carriage drew closer and closer until it stopped
right in front of the park. The lively chatter around me abruptly halted as the door of the carriage
was opened. A fierce-looking man wearing the bright red Anears uniform stood at the entrance of
the carriage. He looked around, obviously disapproving of the sight that met his eyes. Then, as if
someone had given them a signal, everyone beside me broke into a chant—"All hail Lismer!" they
cried. I froze, sweat beading at my neck as I realized who I was staring at. Turning around, I leapt to
my feet and ran back toward our house, eyes brimming with tears.
Catching my breath, I threw open the door and shouted, “Mum! Papa! Reir Lismer is here!”
“What?” screamed Mum and Pop at the same time. “Lismer is here?” I nodded hurriedly
with a worried look imprinted on my face.
“This is bad. Really bad. We have to get out of this place before he can do any damage to
us,” Pop. “Marylin, go pack up your most important belongings. We have to leave today, by foot.
There is no other option.” I rushed to my bedroom and took baby Jim out of the broken cradle,
then started packing my important belongings.
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I hurriedly grabbed my gold necklace from Grandpa Louis, my finest clothes, a journal with
a pen attached, and a warm, fuzzy blanket. As I turned around to face my room and bid a final
farewell, the doorbell rang. After looking at the peephole in the door, I quickly realized that I was
staring at the crisp uniform of an Anears officer. Alarmed, I opened my mouth to call for Mum or
Pop then quickly decided against it, pressured that the officer probably had urgent news to
announce. Sighing, I smoothed the wrinkles in my blouse down and braced myself to open the door.
Then, putting on my friendliest smile, I turned the knob and focused my attention toward the
officer.
“Hello. It’s a fine Sunday morning, isn’t it, Monsieur? A great day to celebrate Lismer and
his heroic accomplishments, yes?” I cheerfully said.
“Call over your parents,” The officer roughly spoke.
“My parents are out to pick up some packages for their anniversary, monsieur,” I calmly
replied, knowing that if I called over my parents he might corner them down and force them to
reveal our Searings ancestry.
“Well then, I will come back tomorrow to discuss some matters with them,” the officer
growled. Then he quickly walked away into his carriage and rode off, but not before giving me a
stern glare. A couple moments later, Mum and Pop appeared after hearing the commotion with grim
expressions on their face. After telling them what just happened, Mum’s face paled.
“We must escape this treachery as soon as possible. We must journey to Eshtar tonight at
dusk by foot,” announced Mum quietly. Pop just simply nodded his head, not speaking at all. Tears
welled up in my eyes at the thought of leaving the quiet, peaceful home I have come to know for so
long.
Then, when dusk fell upon the streets, we brought out our most important belongings and
wore our warmest fur coats. With tears streaming down our faces, we left the house once and for all
and bid a final farewell to the village and our home.
Months later…
My family and I stand together, grinning ear to ear as we approach the grand gates of Eshtar,
ready to embark on our new life and leave behind the sorrow and misery.
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Desserts

CASSIE YU; GRADE 6

Creamy and carefully made,
Unbelievably tasty,
Powdered and pleasant,
Chocolate and caramel,
Amazingly delectable,
Kindly nudging me to eat it,
Exquisite,
So Tasty!
(my secret indulgence)
Hot Chocolate
Creamy and blissful,
entrancing and heavenly,
a delightful drink.
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Fate

AMANDA ZHU; GRADE 7

The words of Trace still haunted her.
“The past and present were all written out for us. Like a book, Liz. A really, messed up,
twisted book. We just haven’t read the chapters in our future yet.”
And she had never known what that meant.
In the musty cafe, customers chatted and the dim lights casted a cozy glow into the kitchen.
The aromas of coffee and fresh bread wafted through the door as people walked in and out. The
door chimed pleasantly as it opened and closed simultaneously. Ding. Ding. Ding. One of the best
parts of her life was interacting with customers and grinding coffee beans at Amour Et Café. Lizzie
had always enjoyed the cheerful embrace that accompanied her job. Every now and then a gust of
refreshingly cold air would swoop in through the partially closing doors. A chilly snowflake or two
floated lazily in the soft light.
Drying her hands on a towel cloth, she sat down in a booth in the corner, holding a frappe
in her coffee stained hands. She thought about the time years ago before Tracey had died. How the
sisters would log onto their Mom’s computer and search up the meaning of their names.
How Tracey’s eyes would light up as she read, “The most amazing girl in the room… a laugh
that makes you smile. Her soul beams brighter than anything else.”
Lizzie would type up her name gingerly and read the meaning, “A sweet friend who's always
there for you.”
Liz never forgave herself for getting to Tracey a second too late. As she walked into their
house after school, Liz had seen Trace propped up on the couch. She had rushed by Tracey’s side
and asked her what was wrong. Lizzie was confident Trace was feeling sick and would get better in
no time. She went into the kitchen to warm up a bowl of chicken soup. Liz had just set down the
bowl before Trace spoke again.
“It’s okay, Liz. I wrote my fate.”
“What? Trace, please don’t die. I’m not going to let you die.”
But she did die. As Tracey spoke her last words, she fumbled through her pockets and gave
her the journal.
Liz found herself running into the bathroom, looking for any antibiotics or bandages to stop
Tracey from losing consciousness. When she came back tripping over rolls of toilet paper, Trace was
gone. Lizzie would always call her sister Trace, because of the way she would always leave wthout a
single clue or memento that suggested she were there at all. And where Trace had sat propped up a
minute ago, was nothing.
When Tracey had vanished that day, Lizzie’s parents found her crying next to an empty
couch. As they tried to comfort their daughter, terror lined their faces. Liz never cried. When Liz
had told them what happened, her mother bolted upright in horror. Her dad called the cops.
Investigations began, but no evidence was found. Not even a strand of hair. Both of Lizzie’s parents
still kept a close eye on her, wondering if she would disappear like her sister. Suddenly, without any
trace.
The only evidence ever concluded was that Trace was dead, and officials assumed nothing
else.
As Liz sat at the isolated booth, she pulled out Tracey's journal. She flipped through the
familiar pages that related tales of sea serpents and mischievous sprites. The luxurious pictures of
monsters and faeries detailed with fine lines of gold ink. Tracey's handwriting had scribbled notes on
fantastic animals like the cold hearted griffin or the raging Minotaur.
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She remembered years ago, when she would peek into her sister’s room, and see her
scribbling furiously into the notebook in her hands. Her pen would glint as glowing ink sunk into
Trace’s worn notebook. Before she could sneak a closer look at what the writing said, Tracey would
notice her.
“Lizzie, can you not stick your nose into my business like that?”
“I just wanted to know what you were doing! It looked funner than my homework-”
“Liz, you need to learn how to be considerate.”
“What’s considerate?”
“The point is, Liz, you can’t just expect everyone to agree with you on everything.”
“Okay.”
Liz never went into Tracey’s room again. Nobody had. Her parents barely came home
anymore, for they were always so busy. Everyday Liz would recieve several missed calls from her
mom and dad, checking up, making sure nothing had happened. They were always brief messages.
“Hi Liz, just checking up! Make sure to lock the doors. Love you!”
“Liz, honey, how are you? Call me back.”
Sometimes she wondered what was behind the closed door that she had left shut for Trace’s
consideration.
“Hey Liz,” her friend Jodi called, “Your shift’s over. You can got now if you like.”
“Thanks,” Liz responded, tucking the journal into her coat pocket.
Lizzie never really believed in mythical creatures. Tracey, on the other hand, believed they
were real, with all her heart. Every summer, Tracey would take Lizzie into the forest behind their
house, and point out the homes of sprites.
“See over there, Liz? By the stream? That’s where Current, the spirit of the snow, lives.
Under the cattails. Every winter she comes out and cries tears of snow.”
“That’s very sad. Why would she do that?”
“Because her fate was written out for her that way.”
Tracey was what somebody would call a whimsical soul. Instead of texting friends or talking
about boys, she’d run into the woods and call to the faeries. But she was also loved. Something
about her drew people closer, and almost everyone smiled when she was around. Liz’s parents were
always a little puzzled by Trace’s peculiar hobbies and behavior. She remembered her mom and dad
talking to her about Trace.
“Lizzie, does Tracey always weave flower wreaths in the rain?”
“Yeah, Mommy, for the spirit of summer. Trace really wants the sun to come back.”
“Tell her to come inside for dinner, sweetie.”
“Okay.”
A little part of Lizzie believed that Trace hadn’t died. How she had just wandered off into
the woods and became a sprite like the ones from their childhood, or a faerie waiting to be called
for. Because that was what Tracey would have wanted her to say.
Liz found herself outside of Trace’s room. The wood was worn and one of her mother’s friends,
Ava, had recently painted over the peeling colors. She had gone with her mom to look at the variety
of hues to choose from. In the end, Liz chose a dark purple, but Ava gushed over a neon color. The
bright summer green felt so fake to Liz. Like a mask to hide tangible emotion.
Sucking in her breath, she twisted the knob and opened the door.
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The Sea Breeze

ELAINE CHEN; GRADE 8

The smell of salty air
Drifting in the breeze
Combined with a tang of lemon
So slightly squeezed
To sit in the sun
With the air around you
To breathe in the scent
Of the sea is all it takes
It takes all your worries away
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And the Rain Fell

SEAN WANG; GRADE 8

He was waiting at the bus stop
for his parents to come
he had waited so long
as the rain fell
He heard his classmates walking by
laughing at him, and reminding him
how bad his life was
while the rain fell
He hoped for someone to come
to ask him if he needed help
for someone to care for him
but the rain fell
He made bad grades
no longer was it an A for awesome
but an F for effort
and the rain fell
A man drove around the block
and saw him standing there
cold and sad
as the rain fell
He saw the window roll down
and the man asked
“do you need a ride?”
and he nodded, cold and scared
as the clouds cleared up
He was taken to the man’s house
and was given food and warmth
where people cared for him
as night turned to day
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MAYA BELUR; GRADE 6

I Stand at the Bottom of the Oak
I stand at the bottom of the oak tree
Plain and rough against the forest
It's thick roots unseen
It seems to reach the sun
I strain my eyes to look further
At the evergreen leaves
Silent, but moving
Swaying with the hum of the wind
The many branches trying to get away
Spreading from the trunk of the tree
Not afraid, but with bold honor
That the tree seems to be showing off
The spring breeze doesn't bother the tree
It stands straight,
Regal as ever
Resembling the queen that it is
Then suddenly
A small noise causes a ripple throughout the forest
As a small water droplet
Falls into the pond
Which I am so intently gazing at
Looking down at the oak tree
.
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The Squirrel

CAITLIN LEONG; GRADE 8

The ladder wobbles beneath my feet like a wild creature. Up here, the wind chills my back
and I have to spit hair out of my mouth every few seconds. Down below, Chris holds the ladder to
the ground. I hope he’s not the one shaking it to scare me.
The squirrel, desperately trying to loosen its trapped foot from the tree next to the cable,
shudders at my sudden movements. I check to make sure the cage hanging on to the ladder is open
before I reach out with my gloved hand. The squirrel tries to inch away unsuccessfully, scrabbling
on the bark. It slides sideways a little before skidding to a stop, shivering.
“The squirrel moved,” Chris calls.
I bite back a sharp reply to prevent scaring the squirrel and lunge out again.
It jumps up again, pulling itself away from my grip, but not before the tail slides between my
fingers, velvety and spiky. I jerk back shakily, almost losing my footing. I make a noise that’s closer
to annoyance than frustration.
“What’s taking so long?” comes that voice from below.
I give an exasperated sigh. With my right hand, I grip the squirrel behind the neck. It
struggles, and I close my eyes to regain my bearings. Then I peel the piece of bark trapping the
squirrel’s foot. It makes a strangled sound, and I’m scared I might’ve somehow hurt it.
“What’s going on?”
“I… think I got it,” I call back.
“Put it in the cage.”
“Why are we doing this again?”
“Because I’m tired of seeing it struggle in the tree yesterday and today.”
I let go of the squirrel gently and it scoots forward, almost in awe. It gives its tail three
shakes, making a wave pattern, and jumps, landing hard on the grass. In a matter of seconds, it’s
just a blur, streaking across the grass.
“Why did you let it go?” Chris is chasing the squirrel across the yard, without success.
“There was no point in caging it,” I say.
“It...wasn’t...injured?” He pants between words.
“No, just trapped.”
“What?”
“You heard me.” The ladder shakes even more violently. I’m literally hugging the tree. I’m
beginning to see why my parents would disapprove of this practice.
“Chris! Get over here!”
“What?”
“Chris!” The ladder pitches sideways.
He arrives just in time to see the ladder tilt and grabs it. He’s not fast enough; it falls onto
the grass. I dig my fingernails into the bark and use my feet to brace myself up. My hands are
trembling.
Slip. Help. Slip.
“Hang on!” Slip. My fingers bead with sweat.
He manages to get the ladder back into position. I give a sigh of relief as I plant my feet
back on the rung. I look down at him accusingly.
“Sorry,” he says. I climb down.
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MEGHANA KUMAR; GRADE 8
Running
“Run”.

That’s the last thing mum told me. She had told me what to do so many times it was
ingrained in my head.
“Just go,” she would say, “Don’t look back. Don’t plead with me to stay. Don’t try to get us
to come and don’t hesitate. Sometimes courage can be knowing when to run away, when not to be
the hero. ” She always gave this annoying ‘philosophical’ stuff that would make me roll my eyes
when she wasn’t looking.
I should have stayed. I should have kept my head up, saying stubbornly, “No, I will not
go.” Mum might have argued for a bit, but I would have stayed strong. And then she would have
looked at me, her usually no-nonsense expression smiling, telling me how proud she is of me. And
we would face the enemy together.
Maybe she even wanted me to stay. In the deepest part of her mind, maybe she really
hoped I refused to run. That I would be foolishly brave, but brave anyway.
Well, maybe not. Mom would have been more likely to drag me by my hair out into
the village than succumb to my “foolish nonsense” And that was exactly the excuse I gave myself
when I started running towards the east. Towards the sun, that splattered like pink across the light
blue canvas.
I ran like the wind, ignoring the crying pleads of short stout legs, begging me to slow down.
If I lived in a normal world, maybe I would run for fun, with the cold wind blowing against my
sweating cheeks, and my dark hair hitting repeatedly against my face, the pain only enriching the
thrill and the feeling of happiness. It was actually all the same when running away from something,
except of course, the last one, the feeling the happiness.
I ran for 30 minutes straight. Mum’s directions, of course, though there was no need. No
one had chased me. No one had given me a second look. For four days, I traveled to the village
with the map Mum’s gave me, surviving from the pack of food and occasional fruit trees and wild
onions I found. As I walked, I would gaze for hours at the sunset.
I remember reading all these stories about sunsets. They always have a deep metaphorical
view of sunsets, but that’s not why I like them. Sunsets are simply just beautiful. A beautiful thing in
the world that is taken for granted every day.
Sunsets were the one thing beautiful that everyone, even Mum and him, saw. In my mind, it
seemed almost indestructible yet beautiful, like silver that would never tarnish or a flower that would
never wilter.
On the fourth day afternoon, I reached the village. It looked...normal. A busy market,
children chasing each other on the fields, men building houses. This was how my village, how any
village was before he took over. Mum told me that he is taking over most places now, and this was
one of the few that were free. A man walked up to me, a questioning expression on his face. I had
long hair but I dressed like a guy, with pants and shirts instead of those disgusting skirts girls wore.
But I probably looked out of place, with my mess of my hair, even without my out-of-place shirts.
Anyway, I walked up to him and I told him my story. I didn’t bother with the awkward
politeness and all that. I had much bigger problems than all the manners Mum had grilled into me. I
walked up to him and told him my story. His tiny eyes widened as I explained who I was, and more
importantly, who my mother is.
“Her bravery is a legend among our people”, he said gravely, communicating the sorry in his
voice.
Mother had been one of the few that stood up against the dictator, organizing an army to
talk back our small city. But when they came back, Mum sent me away, knowing that she, and
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anyone with her, would be captured, and in the weeks I had traveled, it seems like she did. But being
captured simply made my mother a stronger figure, her story spreading across the land, even to this
remote village. That was the only reason this man would trust me, a skinny, dirty wreck of a girl.
But he did trust me, and just as he was inviting me for supper, I saw a girl running to her
mum, running up towards her mother, a small smile in her face. And before I knew it, I was
running away again. Not because I was jealous of the girl, or that I wanted my mum back. But
because the longer I stayed in the village, the more I would be reminded of what I did. That girl
would have stayed. They all would have... I think.
I ran to the river, running through it, just because it was cold outside and I wanted myself to
be freezing. I hated that I could run away, living happily ever after and even feel a tiny bit
happy. Tripping on a stone and falling over into to ice water, I pushed myself up and kept on
running. I don’t even know where I’m going, but that doesn’t matter. It is the run that does.
I hated it and loved running right now, it all the same. I was of course, in the dark night,
soaking wet from the river and getting even more drenched by the rain. The forest I was running in
had a dark eerie look to it, the little bit of pale light from the moon only enhancing the effect,
making me involuntary shiver from fear. But yet, every step I took, I felt a little better. I guess
running does that to you!
Running is something everyone can do. It’s a way of throwing your energy. It hurts but in
refreshing way, like pushing out a bandage or pulling out a needle. But it took one horrible event
for me to realise how great it really is. Running and sunsets, and all those little things that didn’t
matter until your life turns into a way when even the tiniest things make you happy.
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ANDREW MERRIAM; GRADE 6
Goblins
"Flaming doom! Flaming doom!" he muttered, trying desperately to get his legs to stop running
towards the monsters. The ghastly beasts looked like they could turn him into ash in an instant with
their high powered flamethrowers.
Despite his efforts to bring himself to reason, his body kept hurtling toward the dozen
flamethrower nozzles. The wielders were hulking, monstrous beasts, sickly shades of yellow and
orange. Two were completely off-color, a vivid red instead.
Suddenly his feet leaped! He somersaulted over the heads of the first few. Swearing, terrified,
his body suddenly started attacking. First a roundhouse kick to the side of one monster’s head, then
a straight punch to the face of another... He barely made two strikes when a flamethrower butt
whacked him in the side of the head. As he collapsed and fell like a sack of lead, he thought he heard
the two red goblins chuckling.
The goblins don't laugh, he thought blearily, even the one that whacked me didn't say anything.
Hovering between consciousness and unconsciousness, he heard the sounds of a scuffle, and then a
wet, crunching sound that he somehow instinctively knew as a goblin nose breaking. That sound
was comforting... As he descended into oblivion he saw two vague, blurry shapes standing over him.
“Not very tough. Went down in seconds. But plenty of courage.” And then, “Let's take him to the
Lab.”
To be continued.
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ARTWORK
ZAINAB NASIR; GRADE 7
Just Another Day
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RIYA SHRIVASTAVA; GRADE 7
Flower Swaying in the Wind
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ANUSHA FATEHPURIA; GRADE 7
The Simplest Lily
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AMANDA ZHU; GRADE 7
The Colorful Things
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AMANDA ZHU; GRADE 7
Shadows
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AMANDA ZHU; GRADE 7
Love and Whimsy
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MICHELLE CHOI; GRADE 6
Untitled
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DIVYA PEREIRA; GRADE 7
Foretoken
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